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The deal, worth several billion dollars, is a future-looking model of technology-enabled target and drug discovery

SALT LAKE CITY, Dec. 7, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Recursion (NASDAQ: RXRX), a clinical-stage biotechnology company decoding biology to radically
improve lives by industrializing drug discovery, development and beyond through disruptive innovation, today announced a transformational
collaboration with Roche (SIX: RO, ROG; OTCQX: RHHBY) and Genentech, a member of the Roche Group. Recursion will work with both Roche and
Genentech's R&D units to leverage technology-enabled drug discovery through the Recursion Operating System (OS) to more rapidly identify novel
targets and advance medicines in key areas of neuroscience as well as in an oncology indication. Under the terms of the agreement, Recursion will
receive an upfront payment of $150 million and is eligible for additional performance-based research milestones. Under the collaboration, Roche and
Genentech (combined) may initiate up to 40 programs, each of which, if successfully developed and commercialized, could yield more than $300M in
development, commercialization and net sales milestones for Recursion, as well as tiered royalties on net sales.

The collaboration will leverage the Recursion OS, an integrated, multi-faceted system for generating, analyzing and deriving insight from massive
proprietary biological and chemical datasets. The OS, which brings together wet-lab and dry-lab biology at scale to further industrialize and digitize
drug discovery, will be deployed to phenomically capture chemical and genetic perturbations in neuroscience-related cell types and select cancer cell
lines. The resulting phenomics data, generated in Recursion's automated laboratories, will be analyzed by Recursion's proprietary convolutional
neural networks to turn these data into mathematical representations of biology that can be leveraged to identify novel biological relationships and
initiate and advance therapeutic programs. This dataset will be potentiated by extensive single-cell perturbation screening data from Roche and
Genentech, and the parties will collaborate on new machine learning algorithms to generate highly granular maps of human cellular biology.

"We are excited to partner with Roche and Genentech to bring Recursion's leading-edge, tech-enabled drug discovery platform, the Recursion OS, to
bear against some of the most complex diseases impacting humanity," said Recursion Co-Founder & CEO Chris Gibson, PhD. "Technology-enabled
drug discovery is here, Recursion is leading the space, and we are pursuing some of the most intractable areas of biology with the very best partners
by our side."

"This collaboration highlights the potential of technology to transform drug discovery and unlock previously unknown insights into complex disease in
an unbiased way," said Global Head of Pharma Partnering at Roche, James Sabry, MD, PhD. "We are excited about the opportunity this collaboration
offers to help advance the development of medicines at scale."

Recursion, Roche and Genentech will leverage the insights generated from the collaboration's maps of human cellular biology to rapidly find and
develop medicines against novel targets in neuroscience and the oncology indication for up to a decade or longer. Programs already underway at
Recursion in oncology or neuroscience are not part of the collaboration and will be independently developed.

About Recursion

Recursion is a clinical-stage biotechnology company decoding biology to radically improve lives by industrializing drug discovery, development and
beyond through disruptive innovation. Enabling its mission is the Recursion Operating System, a platform built across diverse technologies that
continuously expands one of the world's largest proprietary biological and chemical datasets, the Recursion Data Universe. Recursion leverages
sophisticated machine-learning algorithms to distill from its dataset the Recursion Map, a collection of hundreds of billions of searchable inferences
across biology and chemistry unconstrained by human bias. By commanding massive experimental scale — up to millions of wet lab experiments
weekly — and massive computational scale — owning and operating one of the most powerful supercomputers in the world, Recursion is uniting
technology, biology and chemistry to advance the future of medicine.

The Company is proudly headquartered in Salt Lake City, where it is a founding member of BioHive, the Utah life science industry collective. Recursion
also has offices in Toronto, Montreal and the San Francisco Bay Area. Learn more at www.Recursion.com, or connect on Twitter and LinkedIn.
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Forward-Looking Statements

This press release contains information that includes or is based upon "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements provide our expectations or forecasts regarding future events. You can identify these statements by
the fact they do not relate strictly to historical or current facts. They may use words such as "anticipate," "estimate," "expect," "project," "intend," "plan,"
"believe," and other terms of similar meaning in connection with a discussion of future operating or financial performance. In particular, forward-looking
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statements include statements relating to intended future actions; plans with respect to clinical trials and preclinical activities; prospective products or
product approvals; future performance or results of anticipated products or technology; expenses; our ability to obtain, maintain and enforce
intellectual property protections; and financial results, in addition to other topics. Any or all of our forward-looking statements here and elsewhere may
turn out to be wrong. They can be affected by inaccurate assumptions or by known or unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results
to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements and from expected or historical results. Many such factors will be important in
determining our actual future results. Consequently, no forward-looking statement can be guaranteed. In particular, you should read the discussion in
the "Risk Factors" section in our Prospectus filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on April 16, 2021 and in our periodic
filings with the SEC. Other factors besides those listed could also adversely affect the company. We undertake no obligation to correct or update any
forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise, except to the extent required by applicable law.
These forward-looking statements (except as may be otherwise noted) speak only as of the date of this press release. Factors or events that could
cause our actual results to differ may emerge from time to time, and it is not possible for us to predict all of them. You are advised to consult any further
disclosures we make on related subjects in our reports to the SEC.
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